We present a Bayesian hierarchical framework for an end-to-end analysis of peculiar velocity surveys, which makes explicit the inference problem of constraining cosmological parameters from redshift-independent distance indicators. We demonstrate our method for a Fundamental Plane-based survey. The essence of our approach is to work closely with observables (angular size, surface brightness, redshift, etc), through which we bypass the use of summary statistics by working with the probability distributions. The hierarchical approach improves upon the usual analysis in several ways. In particular, it allows a consistent analysis without having to make prior assumptions about cosmology during the calibration phase. Moreover, calibration uncertainties are automatically accounted for in parameter estimation. Results are presented for a new, fully analytic posterior marginalised over all latent variables, which we expect to allow for more principled analyses in upcoming surveys. A maximum a posteriori estimator is also given for peculiar velocities derived from Fundamental Plane data.
INTRODUCTION
The gravitational pull of large-scale structure perturbs the motion of galaxies away from the Hubble flow giving rise to socalled peculiar velocities. The presence of peculiar velocities complicates the recovery of distances to galaxies, supernovae and other objects, but in themselves can be exploited as unbiased cosmological probes of the underlying total matter density field. Some of the ways peculiar velocities have been used include: measuring the growth rate of structure from the velocity power spectrum (Johnson et al. 2014; Howlett et al. 2017) ; comparisons between predictions from the density field and observed velocity field (Willick et al. (1997) ; Willick & Strauss (1998) ; though dated, see also the review by Strauss & Willick (1995) and references therein); cosmological constraints from velocity-velocity comparisons (Carrick et al. 2015) and velocity-density cross-correlations (Adams & Blake 2017) ; cosmographic reconstruction of the local velocity field (Zaroubi, Hoffman & Dekel 1999; Hoffman et al. 2017) ; testing statistical isotropy (Schwarz & Weinhorst 2007; Appleby, Shafieloo & Johnson 2015; Soltis et al. 2019) ; testing alternative theories of gravity by studying the scale-dependence of the normalised growth rate (Johnson et al. 2016) ; consistency tests of ΛCDM (Nusser & Davis 2011; Huterer et al. 2017) .
Peculiar velocities simultaneously affect both observed redshift and the inferred distance through the Doppler effect and relativistic beaming effect. (There is also a relativistic aberration effect caused by the observer's own peculiar motion, which induces a lensing-like deflection; this is straightforward to account for but will be unimportant in this paper so will be ignored.) The problem is to separate out the contribution from the peculiar velocity v from the unobserved cosmological, background contribution, in the presence of measurement uncertainties and systematics. The observed redshift is given by 1 + z (1 +z)(1 + v/c), wherez is the cosmological redshift, and for typical objects v/c ∼ 10 −3 . Together with independent knowledge of the distance-fixing the distance-redshift relation-we can invert to obtain v.
Departures away from homogeneity in the Universe source fluctuations in the distance to galaxies. Besides peculiar velocities there are also contributions from gravitational lensing, gravitational redshift, the Sachs-Wolfe effect and an integrated Sachs-Wolfe-like effect (Sasaki 1987; Sugiura, Sugiyama & Sasaki 1987; Hui & Greene 2006) . At low redshifts (z 0.1) the dominant contribution is from peculiar velocity, while at high redshifts (z 1) it is from gravitational lensing (Bolejko et al. 2013) . While the change to the observed redshift is small (∼ 10 −3 ), the change to distance is typically a few percent, and, for a ΛCDM cosmology, can be up to 10%. However, it is at these low-redshifts that peculiar velocities as cosmological probes are perfectly suited because: (i) velocities are sourced by matter fluctuations, and so grow in time; (ii) the fluctuations to the distance due to large-scale structure are largest here (Bacon et al 2014) ; (iii) distance measurement uncertainties grow with redshift (Scrimgeour 2016) ; and (iv ) the velocity correlation function is more sensitive to large scales than its density counterpart. These factors mean that the signal-to-noise ratio-with signal being the fluctuations to distance caused by peculiar velocities-tends to increase with decreasing redshift as ∼ 1/z. As such, peculiar velocity catalogues do not necessarily benefit from a larger survey depth but, nevertheless, provide a unique probe of cosmology based on observations of the very low redshift Universe.
Historically, peculiar velocities have been estimated as the residual motion of Hubble's law, v cz − H0d,
where H0 is Hubble's constant. This relation contains several approximations, as pointed out by Davis & Scrimgeour (2014) and elsewhere, and is of limited accuracy for use with current and future surveys. However, here it serves to illustrate that typically peculiar velocities are estimated roughly as some difference between the total (observed) and the cosmological background (not observed). These velocities are not random but are coherently sourced from the underlying matter density field meaning that nearby objects will have correlated v. As we show, this is one idea that can be exploited when jointly estimating the velocities v1, v2, . . . , vN from a sample of N objects.
Motivation
A recent trend in cosmology is towards performing principled probabilistic inference (Kelly 2007; March et al. 2011; Sharif et al. 2016; Hinton et al. 2019) . This is important for maximising the scientific return of upcoming surveys and ensuring that conclusions are robust, especially in light of cosmological tensions in the ΛCDM model. It is also important that the calibration, validation, and production of catalogues makes a minimal amount of model-dependent assumptions. Model comparison and parameter estimation are two different tasks and it is desirable when testing between competing models that the data does not contain implicit assumptions that could bias inference. The method we describe here is developed for cosmological analysis based on peculiar velocities with the foregoing concerns in mind. To build a catalogue of peculiar velocities requires a measure of the distance to the source, and this can be obtained from type Ia supernovae or redshift-independent distance indicators, which relate the luminosity (as in the case of the Tully-Fisher relation) or the size (as in the case of the Fundamental Plane relation), to other intrinsic, physical properties of the galaxies. A probabilistic framework for the Tully-Fisher relation has been developed in the past (Willick 1994) , and clarifies the problem of calibrating the relation and then using it to estimate distances. Aspects of this important early approach are similar to Bayesian hierarchical models, which have steadily gained in prominence in cosmology in recent years (see, e.g. Loredo (2012) and references therein).
In this work we focus on the Fundamental Plane relation. While it is common to refer to this relation as a distance indicator it is more accurately termed a size indicator (Loredo & Hendry 2010) . The size is a physical characteristic of the source object and in itself does not depend on redshift. To fit the relation, however, does require redshift and a model prior to convert to distances; multiplying the distance by the observed angular size then gives the physical size.
While the dependence of distance on cosmology is generally weak at the redshifts concerned, in seeking a more principled approach it is clearly more desirable to allow the data to determine the best cosmological model in the first place. Because there are various scientific goals besides cosmology, here we will demonstrate one method for how to directly use the Fundamental Plane data to perform inference in a way that allows a joint fit to the Fundamental plane and the cosmological model, which would otherwise be assumed during calibration phase. In principle, if the aim is to study the properties of galaxies, in which case the peculiar velocities are a nuisance, then one simply marginalises over the cosmological parameters, whereas if the aim is to use peculiar velocities as a probe then one marginalises over the Fundamental Plane parameters. This idea of jointly calibrating and fitting the cosmological model is not new. For example, the recovery of the CMB power spectrum requires nuisance parameters modelling calibration, beam uncertainties, foreground power spectrum templates, and these are optimised at the same time as the cosmological parameters (Aghanim et al. 2015) ; a contemporary example is the estimation of H0 from a simultaneous fit of the cosmic distance ladder, which involves calibrating the Cepheid Leavitt law and the type Ia supernovae Tripp relation (Feeney, Mortlock & Dalmasso 2017) .
The advantage of this approach is that, because the calibration is not absolute, uncertainties in the Fundamental Plane data can be carried downstream, allowing us, at least in principle, to build a probabilistic catalogue of the peculiar velocities (Brewer, Foreman-Mackey & Hogg 2013; Portillo et al. 2017) . Although a peculiar velocity catalogue delivers posterior infor-mation (i.e. contains a model prior), in our approach model assumptions are made transparent, allowing different cosmological models to be more robustly tested.
Although our approach is presented in the case of the Fundamental Plane relation, we expect that methods described here can be applied without significant modifications to the Tully-Fisher relation, as well. In both cases, calibration of each relation amounts to fitting a linear relation, but the difference for the Tully-Fisher relation is that the data is univariate and the fit is to a line rather than a plane.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief review of the Fundamental Plane relation and its calibration using the maximum likelihood method. In Section 3 we develop a framework for deriving cosmology from the Fundamental Plane. (For the reader not interested in details of the calculation, the main result (35) in this section is a new posterior for performing joint fits.) In Section 4 we present some numerical results for a mock analysis. In Section 5 we discuss how the framework can be generalised to include selection effects that Fundamental Plane data are affected by. In Section 6 we conclude and summarise our main results.
Throughout this paper we work with a spatially flat ΛCDM cosmology (Ω k = 0) for simplicity and take the observer's peculiar velocity vO to be zero so that quantities are as measured in the idealised cosmic rest frame ('CMB frame').
Notation.
A source observed in the directionn has a line-of-sight peculiar velocity denoted v = v ·n. Sources (e.g. galaxies) are labeled by subscript m, n, . . ., while i, j, . . . are reserved for the components of spatial vectors; e.g. v i m denotes the i th component of the m th source's velocity vm. Unless otherwise specified r denotes the logarithm of the effective radius of galaxies, and we use c for both the zero-point of the Fundamental Plane relation and the speed of light, although it will be clear from the context which is being used. Vectors are typeset using boldface, while matrices are typeset A, Σ, C, . . ., and are always denoted by uppercase symbols. For convenience in Table 1 we provide a summary of notation used in this work.
THE FUNDAMENTAL PLANE
The Fundamental Plane (FP) relation is an observed correlation of elliptical galaxies between its effective size Re at half-light, the central velocity dispersion σ0, and the mean surface brightness Ie enclosed within the effective radius. That such an empirical correlation exists might be expected from the virial theorem,
provided that the mass-to-light ratio M/L is constant, and that both the virial size R and velocity dispersion σvir are proportional to Re and σ0, respectively. In terms of logarithmic quantities, the FP relation is (Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987) 
where r ≡ log Re, s ≡ log σ0, and i ≡ log Ie . The coefficients a and b define the orientation of the plane in (r, s, i)-space, and c determines the height (the so-called zero-point). The distance-independent observables are s and i and can be directly measured; the logarithmic physical size r of the galaxy, however, is to be inferred from (3) once it has been calibrated. What is actually observable is the angular size θ of the galaxy, and this is related to r through the angular diameter distance:
Thus the FP relation can be used as a distance indicator. On top of the intrinsic scatter already present, peculiar velocities induce an additional source of scatter to the FP, which can be used to infer the peculiar velocity. The problem of deriving peculiar velocities from FP data is that (3) is a size indicator, and the conversion to distance cannot be done without first assuming a cosmological model. As a model prior is already built into the calibration the nominal catalogue data might be thought to deliver posterior information, rather than likelihood information. The calibration of the FP relation (3) typically makes an assumption about cosmological model in order to convert observed angular size to physical size r (Magoulas et al. 2012; Springob et al. 2014) . While the cosmological dependence of distance at low redshifts may be weak, this ignores the statistical fluctuations of the peculiar velocities, which is sensitive to cosmology through the power spectrum, i.e. velocities are not randomly sourced. Our method, which we present in Section 3, improves upon the standard approach by making no assumption about cosmological model during this conversion step through making use of data further upstream, namely, the velocity dispersion, surface brightness, angular size, and angular coordinates. As our approach takes as basic input observables directly related to the FP relation, we will first review how the FP is typically used to estimate peculiar velocities.
Fundamental Plane maximum likelihood method
The calibration of the FP will be based on a well-tested maximum likelihood (ML) method that was developed in Saglia et al. (2001) and used by Colless et al. (2001) , and more recently by the 6-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS) (Springob et al. 2014) . The likelihood of obtaining the data (rm,ŝm,îm) for the m th object is given by a truncated trivariate Gaussian
wherexm = (rm,ŝm,îm) T ,x = (r,s,ī) T , C FP describes the FP and its intrinsic scatter, and E FP m gives the measurement errors; the presence of the Heaviside step function Θ(· · · ) is to enforce the selection criteria, because of which fm is needed to ensure that p(xm) d 3x m = 1. For the FP the constraints on the observable part of the FP are two linear constraints, one on the velocity dispersions and the other on magnitude. In general, A depends on the parameters of the model. The likelihood (5) can be obtained by convolving the Gaussian error distribution with a population distribution with centroid (r,s,ī) and covariance of C FP . In the language of hierarchical modeling (Loredo 2004; Hogg, Myers & Bovy 2010) this is the probability of obtaining the data after marginalising over the true variables, with the parametersr,s,ī, σ1, σ2, and σ3 considered hyperparameters. The use of (5) is motivated by the fact that the data {r, s, i} appears to be Gaussian distributed to a good approximation (Colless et al. 2001 ). The ML method essentially fits a 3-dimensional ellipsoid to the data, with the centroid corresponding to the mean of the Gaussian and the principal axes aligned with the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
In general, because the FP is tilted with respect to the FP-space axes defined by r, s and i, the covariance matrix will contain off-diagonal entries that are functions of the orientation parameters a and b. The intrinsic scatter is relative to the two axes spanning the plane and the axis normal to the plane. 1 The trivariate Gaussian may be diagonalised by a rotation of the dataxm →x m = O Tx m, such that in these new coordinates the covariance is diagonalised
, with a and b partially describing the rotation matrix O; more details can be found in Appendix A. In this approach it can be seen that a and b are related to the correlation coefficients, and that constraining the population distribution simultaneously fits the FP as a by-product. (Note that if a = 0, b = 0 then C FP is diagonal and there exists no statistical relation between r, s, i.) Thus there are eight parameters to be determined: (r,s,ī) specifies the centroid, and (σ1, σ2, σ3, a, b) determines the intrinsic scatter and orientation of the FP. Since the FP relation provides the constraintr = as + bī + c, the zero-point c is a derived parameter; i.e. we can either parametrise usingr or c, though the covariance of c with a is strong and will be less well behaved in sampling space. (Below we will user, but if instead we use c thenr should be replaced by as + bī + c.) Note that since C FP is a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix it is specified by six parameters but here we have only five parameters; the additional parameter is due to the rotational degree of freedom allowing rotations of the (infinite) plane onto itself. 2 These parameters are obtained by maximising the (logarithm of the) joint likelihood of all N objects in the sample:
This calibration step is performed in the process of building the catalogue, and assumes some fiducial cosmological model. If the goal is to estimate cosmological parameters, then a principled approach may jointly calibrate the FP relation and perform the analysis simultaneously -similar to how the zero-point of standard candles (absolute magnitude) are constrained along with cosmological parameters. This idea of a global fit, of not separating calibration from parameter estimation, is not new. Already the likelihood (5) suggests the use of a hierarchical approach: the FP parameters a and b are to be estimated along with population hyperparameters. As we mentioned above, the likelihood in (6) can be viewed as the marginalisation over latent variables:
where f is the intrinsic distribution and the individual likelihoods (xm | xm) gives the error distribution. The 6dFGS and upcoming Taipan survey (da Cunha et al. 2017) will derive peculiar velocity estimates from the FP relation. The observables are the PDF of the ratio of the observed effective radius R to the inferred physical radiusR. It is shown that the logarithmic ratio log(R/R) is Gaussian distributed and not of R/R. This is then related to the PDF of the cosmological distance ratioη 
Intrinsic standard deviations of the trivariate Gaussian
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The 3 × 3 covariance matrix of experimental errors ofr,ŝ andî of the m th galaxy (35) C
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The Heaviside step function
The N -dimensional Dirac delta function with x an N -dimensional vector where D is the comoving distance. The probabilistic outputs of the 6dFGS catalogue are not of the peculiar velocities (which are significantly skewed) but ofη (well-described by a Gaussian). Nevertheless, there is a slight skew but small enough that modelling the PDF as a Gaussian should be adequate (Springob et al. 2014) . For each source the PDF is summarised by the mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian, and also higher-order moment given by the skew parameter α of the Gram-Charlier series. 3 Summary statistics used in catalogues are valid provided the underlying PDF has (approximately) Gaussian uncertainties; if this is not the case then one may still be able to find a transformation of the data so that it is.
Since the effective size Re is physical the effect of an object's peculiar velocity is to modify its angular size θ and inferred distance dA: there is no change in r. Since the fractional changes are of equal size but opposite sign they cancel to first-order so that r is constant. For an enlightening discussion we refer the reader to Kaiser & Hudson (2015) . To illustrate the parameter dependence we have distinguished between cosmological parameters C and the FP parameters. Note that because we are working to first-order precision we can bypass the background redshiftz altogether by evaluating v at the total redshift z.
COSMOLOGICAL INFERENCE DIRECTLY FROM THE FUNDAMENTAL PLANE
To infer cosmological parameters from the FP typically requires a catalogue of peculiar velocities. When the goal is to constrain the cosmological model peculiar velocities are summary statistics derived from the FP. In this section we derive a joint posterior distribution for the parameters ϑ (both cosmological and FP) that bypasses the need for a catalogue. The main result is (35).
Here each source object has a peculiar velocity that is treated as an unknown parameter, which can be marginalised over in the final inference, as we will show. These can, however, be left explicit at the cost of dealing with a high-dimensional parameter space. Suppose we have a sample of N objects with the following data:
(i) the measured redshiftsẑ = (ẑ1,ẑ2, . . . ,ẑN ) T ; (ii) the observed angular sizesθ = (θ1,θ2, . . . ,θN ) T ; (iii) the (logarithm of the) velocity dispersionsŝ = (ŝ1,ŝ2, . . . ,ŝN ) T ; (iv) the (logarithm of the) surface brightnessesî = (î1,î2, . . . ,îN ) T ;
(v) the angular positions (αm, δm) for each galaxy m.
We assume the angular positions {αm, δm} of the objects are precisely known, treating it as prior information. Thus we seek an expression for the posterior probability of parameters given the data:
The most straightforward way to derive an expression for (9) is to begin with the unmarginalised joint posterior
and use the chain rule to decompose into simpler terms. All unobserved variables, including the set of line-of-sight velocities V = (v1, v2, . . . , vN ) T will be marginalised over. The dependencies between variables are shown in Fig. 1 
In this work we will be interested in the cosmological parameters but the calibration parameters are treated on an equal footing and we do not marginalise over them.
For now we ignore selection effects and derive an analytic expression for the joint posterior for parameters. We begin by applying Bayes' theorem to (10):
The first term on the RHS of (12) is related to the observed data and its experimental errors. Since redshift and angular size measurements are separable from the other observables we can write
For a single object, marginalising over latent variables z, θ, s, and i in the hierarchical approach is equivalent to convolution of the error distribution with the model (an example of this is (7), which yields (5)). As we show below the marginalisation over V , s and i can be performed analytically, while marginalisation over dA and z is straightforward.
The second term on the RHS of (12) is the prior through which the cosmological model enters. This will be the main focus below. We will return to the first term in the end to convolve with the error distribution when we marginalise over s and i. Now by repeatedly using the chain rule we have
where in the second line we conditioned only on directly related variables (see Fig. 1 ).
The fully marginalised posterior to be evaluated is
This integral can be simplified if we note that
and adopt uniform priors p(z) = const and p(θ) = const. 4 Furthermore, since errors onẑ andθ are negligible (especially compared with that of distance), we make the following assignments:
Absorbing the uniform priors into the proportionality constant and performing three trivial integrations, we are left with the more manageable integral
Here we have the integral over the product of three terms. The third term of the integral is the Gaussian error distribution. The other two terms we will manipulate into forms that are readily integrated. In the following sections we show how to analytically perform the rest of the marginalisations over V , r, s, and i. The basic strategy is to separate out r from the joint likelihood using the chain rule. This results in the product of two terms: an N -dimensional Gaussian that depends on V and a 2N -dimensional Gaussian that does not. After marginalising over V and r we rearrange the remaining quadratic forms into a single quadratic form that can be integrated analytically. The possibility of obtaining an analytic expression is made possible by the (well-motivated) Gaussian distributions and the linear nature of the FP (3), and its relation to the peculiar velocities.
3.1 Developing the terms
Fundamental Plane
First we note the probability of obtaining r given θ and dA is nonzero only when r = log θ + log dA; i.e.
where we defined
Marginalisation over r results in the replacement of r with L θ + L d .
4 As surveys are magnitude-limited the prior may be chosen based on knowledge of the survey's expected redshift-space population distribution:
where n(z) is the number density. Regardless of what form we choose for p(z) it is irrelevant for parameter estimation because of the delta function and the fact that it depends on survey geometry and not the parameters.
Here we have chosen a uniform prior on θ but we note that a Gaussian prior on L θ (i.e. a log-normal prior on θ) should also lead to an analytically tractable integral. Now, recall that for a single object the FP properties r, s, i are independently and identically drawn from same underlying population model (5): r, s, i ∼ N (r,s,ī), C FP .
The individual likelihood p(r, s, i | ϑ, θ, dA) is therefore a trivariate Gaussian with mean (r,s,ī) T and covariance C FP = ODO T . While the joint likelihood (6) can be written as the product of N trivariate Gaussians, to facilitate integration we will instead form a 3N -dimensional multivariate Gaussian for which the first N rows and columns correspond to r, the next N correspond to s, and the last N correspond to i. In particular
where the joint covariance is partitioned in block form as
Here Crr is a N × N matrix, M is a 2N × N matrix, and Cyy is a 2N × 2N matrix. In this way, when conditioning on s and i, we may use the formulae of Appendix B1. Since we will be marginalising over V we require the conditional form
where we have dropped the conditioning on θ and dA in the second term. The first term is
with (see Appendix B1)r
where y ≡ (s, i) T andȳ ≡ (s,ī) T are 2N -dimensional vectors. The second term of (21) is given by a higher-dimensional analog of (5), marginalised over r (i.e. striking out the first N rows and columns):
Altogether we have
Finally we have for the error distribution
where Eyy is constructed in a similar way to Cyy of (20).
Distance-redshift relation
At the low redshifts typical of a peculiar velocity catalogue the angular diameter distance is given by (see Hui & Greene (2006) ; for a direct calculation see Kaiser & Hudson (2015) )
where dH (z) = c/H(z) and all terms are evaluated at the total redshift z =ẑ. 5 It is in this regime that the dominant contribution to the convergence κ is from peculiar velocity. Using ln(1 − x) −x we can write log dA(z) logdA(z) − κ(z) ln 10 , or in vector form
where we defined Ld = logdA(ẑ1), logdA(ẑ2), . . . , logdA(ẑN ) T and the N × N symmetric matrix A = diag(A1, A2, . . . , AN ), Am = 1 c ln 10 dH (ẑm) dA(ẑm)
− 1 , and we note that Am ∼ 1/zm at low redshifts, and is why the fluctuations to the distance can be large.
Large-scale structure
As well as the usual distance-redshift relation, cosmology also enters through correlations in the source velocities. Because neighbouring sources will move with similar velocity, we expect correlations between source pairs meaning the PDF of V will not be separable. In linear theory, the joint peculiar velocity distribution is described by a multivariate Gaussian
Here our prior of V is taken to be the likelihood in the standard analysis taken over the catalogue data (e.g. Jaffe & Kaiser (1995) ; Ma, Gordon & Feldman (2011); Macauley et al. (2012); Johnson et al. (2014) ). The covariance between the m th and n th source is given by
where ξv is the two-point correlation function of the LOS velocities. The m th source has a redshift-space position of (zm, αm, δm), or in real-space xm = D(zm)nm, with D being the comoving distance andnm =n(αm, δm) the direction of observation. On subhorizon scales, typical of peculiar velocity surveys, we can use the linearised continuity equation δ + ∇ · v = 0 so that the correlation function can be expressed in terms of the matter power spectrum. If precision is important, as in production work, the correlation function is better formulated in terms of the velocity divergence ∇ · v because it does not manifestly depend on the linearised continuity equation and require a galaxy bias model; nonlinear corrections are also more easily implemented (Johnson et al. 2014 ). The correlation function reads
where, at the low redshifts typical of peculiar velocity surveys, we have made the usual assumption about equal-time correlations, and f0 ≡ f (a0) is the present-day growth rate with f0 ≈ Ω 0.55 m for a ΛCDM cosmology. We have also P (k) the linear matter power spectrum, and the kernel
which we note has an analytic form (Ma, Gordon & Feldman 2011). It is also standard to include in R a dispersion error σ * so that Rmn → Rmn + σ 2 * δmn in which σ * is treated as a nuisance parameter included in ϑ. This parameter captures the incoherent Gaussian random motion of galaxies from unmodelled 1D small-scale, nonlinear velocities. We remark that there is a slight difference with the usual approach, which is that here vm are the latent radial velocities so have no catalogue error. 6
Marginalisation
After inserting (25), (28), and (29) into (16) and rearranging slightly, the posterior reads p(ϑ |ẑ,θ,ŝ,î) ∝ p(ϑ) dy φ(ŷ ; y, Eyy) φ(y ;ȳ, Cyy)
Integrating out r is trivial because of the delta function, and gives
where r(L θ , Ld, AV , ϑ) = L θ + Ld + AV . The above expression can be thought of as a double convolution: the first convolves the distance-dependent part of the FP (for a given distance-redshift relation) with the peculiar velocity distribution due to correlations from large-scale structure and cosmic variance; the second convolution is with the distance-independent part of the FP. Note that the two integrals cannot be separated becauser depends on y by (23a). With a change of variables V → U = AV the inner V integral of (32) is readily performed using (B4) to give p(ϑ |ẑ,θ,ŝ,î) ∝ p(ϑ) dy φ(ŷ ; y, Eyy) φ(y ;ȳ, Cyy) φ(∆r ; 0, Σrr),
This leaves us with one final integral, which can be done by bringing the integrand into Gaussian canonical form then using (B7). The details of this calculation are given in Appendix C; here we state only the final result:
where
and ∆ym = (ŝm −s,îm −ī) T , and C and Em are 2 × 2 submatrices of C FP and E FP m , respectively. It can be seen that the joint posterior density is composed of two Gaussian densities. Notice that the presence of R correlates all galaxies; this is in contrast to the conventional analysis, which considers only correlations from the FP. Here Σ is a dense matrix because of the presence of ARA; the first quadratic form in the exponential of (35) cannot be reduced down to the product of smaller terms. By comparison the physical properties of each galaxy (velocity dispersion and surface brightness) being independent of one another allows us to write the 2N × 2N quadratic form ofŷ as the sum of N 2 × 2 quadratic forms, c.f. (7).
Except for Eyy, note that all matrices depend on parameters so that the determinants must be included in any parameter scans. We further emphasise Ld also depends on parameters through the angular diameter distance.
Aside from the factors of 2π we have omitted, the proportionality also accounts for prior onz, which is unimportant for parameter estimation when the uncertainties are assumed to be negligible.
Recovering the Fundamental Plane likelihood
As a consistency check, we verify that the standard FP likelihood (5) can be recovered if we fix the cosmological parameters and take R → 0 (no correlations from large-scale structure). 7 Now, as the mapping from distance to physical size is fully determined by the (known) cosmological parameters, we can swap the observables L θ and Ld with the conventional size observable defined asr ≡ L θ + Ld. We thus have ∆ =r −r, withr ≡r − M T (Cyy + Eyy) −1 (ȳ −ŷ) the shifted mean. This recovers (5) in conditional form
Without correlations induced by R we have that Σ = Crr − M T (Cyy + Eyy) −1 M is a diagonal matrix, allowing the first two terms to be factorised into a product of N univariate Gaussians. The resulting expression can thus be manipulated into the form of the product of N trivariate Gaussians.
Fundamental Plane calibration uncertainty
Another advantage of our unified treatment is that the uncertainty in FP calibration parameters can be straightforwardly propagated downstream to the cosmological parameters. Although we have left the nuisance parameters (i.e. FP parameters) unmarginalised, the centroid parametersr,s, andī can in fact be analytically marginalised over if we assume Gaussian priors. For example, carrying out the marginalisation assuming a Gaussian prior onr with mean µr and variance σ 2 r , the final result is a modified form of (35) withr =r1 → µr1, and a monopole contribution to the covariance, Σrr → Σrr + σ 2 r JN , where JN is the N × N matrix of ones (Bridle et al. 2002) . This shows that uncertainty in global parameters liker induces an ambient error and covariance for all objects.
We note that we can also analytically marginalise overs andī in a similar way, but that the parameters a and b enter into the covariance matrices so will have to be marginalised over by other means. 7 This is equivalent to having assigned a Dirac delta function prior for the peculiar velocities centered at zero, because Figure 2 . Maximum a posterior estimates of σ 8 from 100 FP mock data realisations of N = 1000 galaxies and plotted against the value of the logarithm of the likelihood or posterior. As a crude estimate of the uncertainty we also show the associated Hessian errors of σ 8 . The gray-scale indicates the RMS difference from the true value σ 8 = 0.817 (dashed line), with the darkest having the smallest RMS and lightest the largest. Note the difference between the sum of the FP and peculiar velocity log-likelihoods and the log-posterior is because of the log-uniform priors we assign to the scale parameters σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , and σ 8 ; all other parameters are assigned uniform priors.
Maximum a posteriori estimator for peculiar velocities
The posterior (35) derived is marginalised over all peculiar velocities. However, if we leave V unmarginalised then we would have an expression for p(ϑ, V | D), with D = {ẑ,θ,ŝ,î}, and the posterior for V is
Building probabilistic peculiar velocity catalogues from (38) would be desirable from a Bayesian perspective as any uncertainty in the calibration and cosmology is accounted for (Hogg & Lang 2010; Brewer, Foreman-Mackey & Hogg 2013; Portillo et al. 2017 ). The problem, however, is that (38) is a high-dimensional posterior and MCMC methods become unfeasible for realistic data sets containing N 10 4 galaxies and clusters. An alternative is to construct point estimators for V . Since the prior on V is a multivariate Gaussian the joint posterior containing V is the product of two Gaussians. It is straightforward to solve ∂p(ϑ, V | D)/∂V = 0 for V to obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate
Manipulating this slightly, the estimator can be seen to be equivalent to the Wiener filtering of the residuals A −1 ∆:
where Σ0 ≡ Crr − M T (Cyy + Eyy) −1 M, which differs from Σ by ARA, and the term in square brackets is the linear optimal filter with signal R and noise A −1 Σ0A −1 . The associated covariances of the MAP estimate is given by the inverse of the Hessian of the log-posterior:
As discussed in Section 3.4, uncertainty in the calibration parameters can be built into the estimate. If we are uncertain about the zero-point (i.e.r) by σZP, then we have the slight modification
where JN is the N × N matrix of ones.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
As a proof of concept, we perform simulations of idealised mock data with the aim of recovering the true parameters given some measurement error. Recall we require the following data: D = (ẑm,θm,ŝm,îm,αm,δm) N m=1 .
We draw N = 1000 triples (rm, sm, im) from the intrinsic population given by the trivariate Gaussian with meanx and covariance C, i.e. xm ∼ N (x, C). The sky positions (αm, δm) we take to follow a 6dFGS-like angular distribution of galaxies, which we obtain by sampling from the full 6dFGS catalogue (Campbell et al. 2014) . To fix the angular diameter distance of each galaxy we first need to specify the cosmological redshiftsz. For simplicity we sample from a uniform distribution between zmin = 0.006 andzmax = 0.02. With redshifts and angular position now specified, the comoving position of the m th galaxy is xm = D(zm)n(αm, δm). To each redshiftzm and distancedA(zm) we add a perturbation from peculiar velocities vm such that Figure 3 . The marginalised posteriors when (i)r is free to vary (black curves), (ii) the calibration is fixed to a value 10% lower than the true valuer = 0.191 (blue curves), and (iii) the calibration is fixed to a value 10% higher than the true value (red curves). Note in each case all other calibration parameters are fitted for. The true values are indicated by dashed black lines. Particular attention should be paid to joint contours between cosmological and FP parameters (last two rows and columns), where calibration parameters fixed to wrong values can potentially lead to systematic shifts in the parameters of interest. These constraints should not be viewed as indicative of the performance on realistic data sets as here we fit to a small sample of galaxies (N = 1000) and assume 1% statistical errors onŝ andî.
(v1, . . . , vN ) ∼ N (0, R). We can now compute the perturbed angular diameter distance dA as a function of the total redshift zm = (1 +zm)(1 + vm/c) − 1 and velocity vm using (27). Finally, the angular size of the m th galaxy is θm = 10 rm /dA(zm). Realistic FP samples have N 10 4 , requiring the inversion of matrices of size N × N -a significant computational cost when sampling 11-dimensional parameter space. For analyses of real data, a practical solution is to use a gridding method (Abate et al. 2008; Johnson et al. 2014 ) as a form of dimensional reduction; here, as a concession to the small sample size, we will take slightly more optimistic measurement errors instead. The errors s,m and i,m will thus be drawn from a Gaussian with a standard deviation equal to 1% of the values of sm and im so that we take as observed quantitiesŝm = sm + s,m and ım = im + i,m.
Note the data is generated using a = 1.502, b = −0.877,r = 0.191,s = 2.188,ī = 3.184, σ1 = 0.0052, σ2 = 0.0315, and σ3 = 0.0169; the cosmological model parameters are Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 1 − Ωm, Ω b = 0.046, h = 0.7, ns = 0.96, and σ8 = 0.817. In all fits we fix ns and Ω b to their true values. Figure 4 . MAP estimates of peculiar velocities from a sample of N = 5000 objects with 2% measurement errors. The true peculiar velocities are indicated by red markers. We estimate the errors using the square root of the diagonal entries of (41). We order from largest covariance on the left to lowest on the right and thin the estimates by exhibiting only every 50th point. All other parameters are fixed at their true values.
Since a, b, and c have non-trivial correlations, we performed the sampling in the space of FP centroidsx = (r,s,ī) T and 3 × 3 covariance matrices C FP parametrised by σr, σs, σi, and the correlation coefficients ρrs, ρri, ρsi. These parameters are generally less correlated and better sampling behaviour. Note there is one additional free parameter than in the standard FP fit and this corresponds to the freedom to rotate the FP onto itself, without changing a and b. While this does not change the FP relation, allowing for this rotation does change the quality of fit; here we do not fix this degree of freedom. The FP orientation parameters a and b are derived from the MCMC chains as a post-processing step. These are obtained by computing the eigenvector e1 = (A, B, C) T of C FP with the lowest eigenvalue. This corresponds to the direction with lowest variances and defines the FP; FP relation parameters are then given by a = −B/A and b = −C/A (see Appendix A). Moreover, the parameters σ1, σ2, and σ3 can be computed by taking the square root of the eigenvalues of C FP .
We assign uninformative priors that are flat in ln σ1, ln σ2, ln σ3, ρrs, ρri, ρsi,r,s,ī, Ωm, and ln σ8; the correlation coefficients are bounded by −1 and 1, while Ωm is bounded by 0 and 1. The posterior distribution is sampled using an affine-invariant MCMC sampler ).
In Fig. 2 we show the robustness ofσ8 for 100 different data realisations. Note that peculiar velocities are generated independent of the FP (latent) data r, s, i. The fact that the recoveredσ8 departs from the true value is not because of the FP data but the particular peculiar velocity sample drawn; for a highly dispersive sampleσ8 is larger than the true value (lower values of the peculiar velocity likelihood), while it is smaller for a sample drawn near the centroid (higher values of the peculiar velocity likelihood.
In Fig. 3 we show the estimated parameters from one realisation of the ersatz data set with N = 1000 galaxies and 1% errors on the measuredŝ andî. Though these errors are optimistic-realistically we can expect 2% from current catalogueswe are analysing a much smaller data set. Also shown is the impact when the zero-point,r, or equivalently c, is fixed. Note in the joint fit (r free) we find 0.184 +0.021 −0.024 (68% C.L), very much consistent with the true value. The overconfidence can be seen to produce tighter constraints, but also causes a systematic shift when fixed away from the mode value. This is most apparent for Ωm and σ8 whenr is fixed 10% lower than the true value. Interestingly, the constraint on Ωm is also degraded, whereas for all other parameters the constraints remain more stringent than the joint fit, as to be expected.
Crude estimates of the peculiar velocities V are shown in Fig. 4 for the MAP estimator (40) based on three different data realisations assuming measurement errors of 2% onŝ andî. Note there are non-trivial covariances between estimates and we show the diagonal entries of (41) as a guide. We remark that taking measurement errors to zero does not mean a perfect recovery of the true peculiar velocities due to intrinsic sampling variance.
SELECTION EFFECTS
The likelihood (35) derived above applies in an idealised analysis in which all objects along the LOS may be observed. In practice, survey instruments have limited sensitivity and only the brightest objects are seen. These selection effects must be accounted for so that inferences are unbiased. In this section we make some brief remarks about how these can be included, deferring a more detailed study to future work.
Let the data be denoted D = {ẑ,θ,ŝ,î} (and possibly the experimental covariance matrix), and S be the proposition that we have observed some data thus passing the selection criteria. The probability that a given data set is observed depends on the selection criteria. The likelihood of observing D given ϑ and that we have observed some data is (Loredo 2004) 
where p(S|D, ϑ) is the selection function, and we used Bayes' theorem in the second equality so p(ϑ|D) ∝ p(D|ϑ)p(ϑ). If we assume that all objects that exceed some threshold are successfully observed then p(S|D, ϑ) = 1. In the ideal scenario of no selection effects (see Section 3) clearly all possible data sets are observable. In the case of a cutoff, equivalent to replacing with a truncated distribution, as in (5), we have p(S|D, ϑ) = 1 if it exceeds some threshold, and p(S|D, ϑ) = 0 otherwise. Thus p(S|ϑ) is the fraction of all possible data sets that are observable given parameters ϑ. From (44) we can see that the form of the posterior distribution subject to selection effects, p(ϑ|D, S), is simply that of p(ϑ|D) given by (35) but with a different normalisation.
In the context of the FP there are two selection criteria to consider: (i) The spectrograph is only able to resolve velocity dispersions above some limit, and (ii) only objects brighter than some magnitude are observed. The selection function may then be expressed analytically as
wherem = bî −r + const is the observed magnitude. Given that the denominator of (44) is an integral over a large number of degrees of freedom it would appear evaluating the normalisation would not be computationally practical. However, if we assume the independence of each (r,ŝ,î) for each galaxy then the integral can be decomposed into the product of N 3-dimensional integrals, rather than a single 3N -dimensional integral. Thus, as a first approximation we might assume the normalisation can be written as the N -product of the integrals
where rcut(î) = bî − mcut + const. Through a linear transformation of variables, (r,ŝ,î) → (u,ŝ,î), with u = bî −r, we can marginalise overî, leaving a double integral over a bivariate Gaussian. One further analytic integration is possible resulting in a one-dimensional integral over an error function; in practice, however, we use a standard numerical algorithm (Genz 2004) to evaluate this probability.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a probabilistic framework for cosmological inference directly from the Fundamental Plane.
The main advantage of our approach is that we are able to bypass the need for a peculiar velocity catalogue by taking as the primary data the surface brightness, velocity dispersion, redshift, angular size, and the angular coordinates of each source. We emphasise that no independent distance estimate is required: the mapping between the angular size and physical size is optimised when performing a joint fit of the FP and the cosmological model. Our approach thus improves upon the standard one by eliminating the need to assume a fiducial cosmological model when converting between angular and physical sizes during calibration. Although it might be argued that the dependence of distance on cosmology is weak at the low redshifts typical of peculiar velocity surveys, it should also be noted that the peculiar velocities are not generated at random but have a certain statistical pattern that depends very much on cosmology. These peculiar velocities cause fluctuations in the distance and it is therefore important to model any cosmological dependence accordingly, whether statistical or deterministic. Our method treats the peculiar velocities as free parameters. For realistic data sets this will mean tens of thousands of additional parameters, leading to an inference problem that quickly becomes intractable. However, here peculiar velocities are only interesting in so far as what they tell us about the underlying cosmological model. Thus in deriving the joint posterior (35) we have marginalised over them. To do this we exploit the correlations from large-scale structure, which we note also has the effect of regularising the inference problem. In the linear regime that we are concerned, peculiar velocities obey Gaussian statistics so we have used the informative prior (29). The final constraints on parameters thus takes into account the considerable uncertainties in peculiar velocities in a fully consistent way. However, as we have shown this step can easily be omitted if one is interested in using peculiar velocities for other purposes, and to this end we have constructed a new MAP estimator (40).
The zero-point parameter c (or the degenerate parameterr) is an important parameter, as without it only relative velocities can be determined. In the past the zero-point was calibrated by making the assumption that the mean peculiar velocity over all galaxies is zero (Magoulas et al. 2012; Springob et al. 2014) . It can be seen from (3), (4), and (27) why such an assumption is necessary and cannot be determined by the data: a uniform shift v → v + const for all galaxies can be absorbed by the zero-point, in exactly the same way that the degeneracy between H0 and the absolute magnitude M of type Ia supernovae as distance indicators requires one to be fixed by fiat. In our framework, however, this assumption is redundant because the natural prior on peculiar velocities (29) restricts the physically reasonable range of values of v, i.e. arbitrarily large velocities are highly unlikely in the ΛCDM model.
That we are able to obtain an analytic joint posterior (35) is because: (i) peculiar velocities enter as a linear, non-integrated fluctuation to the distance; (ii) fitting the FP is fitting to a linear relation; and (iii) the underlying source population data is well-described by a Gaussian distribution. It is interesting to ask whether we might obtain similar analytic results when applied to the Tully-Fisher relation since (i) and (ii) are satisfied as well. While we expect the methods described in this work (e.g. exploiting correlations from large-scale structure to derive peculiar velocities) can be applied to a Tully-Fisher-based survey, a compact Gaussian expression for the joint posterior would seem to depend on there being some Gaussian description of the data.
In this work we have also demonstrated in Section 4 that the primary data is sufficient to recover cosmological parameters by generating ersatz data sets. In future work this will be applied to more realistic data from, e.g. N -body simulations. This will, however, require an implementation of the selection effects described in Section 5 that restricts the observationally accessible region of the FP. As we saw, selection effects can be accommodated in our framework in a similar way to how it is already dealt with using the FP maximum likelihood (5). The posterior (35) is, in effect, truncated; the normalisation is thus modified, requiring the evaluation of a high-dimensional integral. Such Gaussian integrals under linear constraints generally have to evaluated numerically, requiring special methods (see, e.g. Cunningham, Hennig & Lacoste-Julien (2011) ).
There are a number of other research directions we have not pursued in this work. For example, using our joint posterior systematic biases in recovered parameters could be investigated. These biases occur when parameters are fixed to non-optimal values and have non-negligible correlations with other parameters.
In future work we will present a more detailed numerical study of the framework presented here, the performance of parameter recovery in this approach compared with conventional analyses, a more in depth investigation of systematic biases and its effect on building peculiar velocity catalogues, and the application of the methods described here to real data, such as from the upcoming Taipan survey (da Cunha et al. 2017) .
there are then nine free parameters, three for the mean, and six for the covariances. All 3D vectors are specified in the order (r, s, i) ∈ R 3 .
Define 
where D = diag(σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , σ 2 3 ). The components relative to the principal axes can be computed by projection: u = O T x = (v1 · x,v2 · x,v3 · x) T , u = O Tx = (v1 ·x,v2 ·x,v3 ·x) T .
APPENDIX B: REVIEW OF SOME PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIANS
Here we list some useful formulae involving Gaussians relevant to our calculations. These standard results can be found in, e.g. Petersen & Pedersen (2006) . Let x be an N -dimensional random vector. An N -dimensional multivariate Gaussian density with mean µ and covariance Σ shall be denoted
The product of two multivariate Gaussians gives a scaled Gaussian
where Σ −1 3 = Σ −1 1 + Σ −1 2 , µ3 = Σ3 (Σ −1 1 µ1 + Σ −1 2 µ2), and Z = (2π) −N/2 det(Σ1 + Σ2) −1/2 exp − 1 2 (µ1 − µ2) T (Σ1 + Σ2) −1 (µ1 − µ2) .
Observe that Σ3 is given by the harmonic sum of Σ1 and Σ2, and that µ3 is given by a weighted average of µ1 and µ2. The integral over x follows immediately from (B2): dx φ(x ; µ1, Σ1) φ(x ; µ2, Σ2) = Z dx φ(x ; µ3, Σ3) = φ(µ1 ; µ2, Σ1 + Σ2) = φ(µ2 ; µ1, Σ1 + Σ2)
i.e. a constant of Gaussian form. As we will frequently encounter integrals of this form we have written the constant Z using notation for a Gaussian distribution; it should not, however, be understood as a probability density function of µ1 nor µ2. The normalisation of the Gaussian,
implies two other useful integrals dx exp − 1 2
x T Σ −1 x + µ T Σ −1 x = (2π) N/2 det Σ 1/2 exp 1 2 µ T Σ −1 µ ,
The following identities related to matrix inverses are useful in simplifying expressions. If A and B are nonsingular
This is the Woodbury identity. Another useful identity is a variant of this: If A + B is nonsingular then
